Promotion terms and conditions



Up to 60% flash sales :
Flash sales are offered on selected products (identified by a sticker « flash sales ») every Monday from
5:00 pm (GMT+1) to the next Monday until 5:00 pm (GMT+ 1) and while stock lasts.
If the flash sales’ opening day falls on a bank holiday in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the opening
day is postponed to the following business day.
If the flash sales’ closing day falls on a bank holiday in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the closing
day is postponed to the following business day.



Mobile application welcome gift
Every first order of a minimum amount of 30€ on itec-pro mobile application can benefit from a 10%
discount on the total amount using promotional code “app10”.
Offer code cannot be combined with any other offer or discount (whenever they are for orders placed
on the mobile application or on www.itec-pro.eu web shop) and can only be redeemed once per
customer.



Discount :
Offer valid on a selection of products (identified by a sticker « discount »), and while stock lasts.



Offer “3+1”, “2+1” or “1+1”:
If you buy a certain number of products we will offer you the cheapest one. This offer only applies on
products marketed with “3+1”, “2+1” or “1+1” sticker and during the timeframe specified on the sticker.
In order to benefit from this offer the total quantity indicated on the sticker shall be bought, that is to
say 4, 3 or 2.
Offer may be combined with other sales promotions.



Order for more than 30€ excl. taxes and get free delivery in your local pickup (offer limited to
some countries only).
o To Belgium, France, Luxembourg and Spain: free delivery in Point Relais® parcel shops. Offer
limited to orders weighing less than 30 kg only. The parcels are held for 14 calendar days.
o To Austria, Denmark, Germany and to the Netherlands: GLS home delivery with signature.
Offer limited to orders weighing less than 30 kg only.



Delivery within 4 working days:
Indicative delivery time for other countries: Up to 4 working days for delivery in European countries
close to our warehouse. Up to 4 or 7 working days for shipping to more distant European countries.



Territories that are excluded from delivery can’t be eligible for any promotion, discount or special offer.



The Seller will bear the costs of delivery for any order of a value higher than five hundred (500) Euros,
free of postage.
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